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Abstract: 

     Frantz Fanon’s philosophical and political activities towards the Algerian 

Revolution has been the subject of many critical discussions .However, in the 

midst of this surge of interest in Fanon’s concept of “Revolutionary Humanism” 

has remained relatively neglected . 

     In this  work  , I intend to make a contribution toward rectifying this mission. 

More specifically, I plan to argue that Fanon’s illustration of the terms are 

philosophically described in his book “Black Skin, White Masks , as he asserted 

that : 

         “Reality, for once , requires a total understanding .On the objective level      

          as on the subjective  Level , a solution has to be supplied “ 

     What follows is a discussions of Fanon’ writings and political activities on the 

Algerian Revolution between 1954 and 1962 . In this  study ,it is stressed that 

Fanon’s philosophical thought and political writings  are in favour of the 

struggle of the Algerian people not only because of his general philosophy of 

life but also because of his idea of freedom for which he had fought since the 

Second World War . Thus, in the course of my analysis , I will explain ,first how 

torture and indiscriminate killing were the main policy of the French Army in 

Algeria ,and I shall gradually attempt to examine the development of Fanon’s 

position towards colonialism in Algeria in order to be seen how he became 

involved in the Algerian Problem to the danger of his life in the early 1960s. 

    Finally, I shall draw up a list of Fanon’s view on the Algerian Revolution , 

which I may call his positive attitude on the struggle of the   Algerians for their 
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freedom .However, the main question to be asked here, how Fanon’s 

philosophical writings and political activities became stronger and more violent 

at the end of his life? 

Subject 

     In 1952, Jeanson met Frantz Fanon. Jeanson had already read Fanon’s Black 

Skin, White Masks, before he met him . Later, after Fanon’s death, Jeanson 

described this encounter : In 1952, we almost broke off our relations, he and I , 

the very day of our first meeting. Having found his manuscript interesting , I 

commited the error of telling him so , which made him suspect me of having 

thought, ‘’for a Negro, that wasn’t so bad’’ . As a result of which , I showed him 

the door and expressed my own reaction in the liveliest terms – which he had 

the good sense to take well . 1The unity of goal between Francis Jeanson and 

Frantz Fanon became later more close in the Algerian revolution , especially 

when Jeansnon and his Algerian associates arranged for Fanon to join the FLN 

in january 1957. Both Jeanson and Fanon had taken direct , illegal action 

without examining either ‘’public opinion ‘’or ‘’ the impotant French left ‘’ . 

First , let us take a close look at Frantz Fanon . 

       At the end of 1956, Doctor Frantz Fanon wrote his resignation to the 

Governor-General of Algiers , leaving his hospital directorship at Blida-Joinville ( 

psychiatric clinic ) .He came over to the FLN , body and soul . Born in 1925 in 

Martinique as a French citizen, he had become an Algerian by choice2.  During 

the Second World War , Fanon had joined the Free French as many French 

intellectuals did . He had been wounded and decorated in the liberation of 

France . He discovered that a black man was not treated as an equal in the 

French army . Fanon , the dark-skinned Frenchman, discovered that he was a 

‘’Negro’’ in white society . He studies medicine in the University of Lyon . As 

there was no equality between two races, black nad white , he tried to become 

a European , but he discovered his blackness . As his patients identified him ‘’ 

we have a Negro doctor : his hands are very gentle ‘’ , and hid students 

                                                           
1
 Frantz Fanon , Black Skin , White Masks .Translated by charles L .Markmann (New Yourk : Grove Press, Evergreen 

Books,1967) ,p.213. 

2
 Alistide R.Zolberg,’’Frantz Fanon ‘’,Encounter, Vol . 27 , November 1966 ,p56. 
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described him ‘’ we have a negro professor , he is very intelligent ‘’.3 In 1954, 

Fanon went to Algeria as a doctor. He remained there for two years and 

became an important figure of supporting the FLN , particularly when he 

treated the nationalist warriors . Fanon did not live to see peace in Algeria. It 

was discovered that he was suffering from leukaemia , and he was sent by the 

FLN to Military Hospital in Washington. In December , 1961, he died aged 

thirty-six. The government of Algeria now gives full respect to Frantz Fanon . 

There is a School , Lycée ( secondary school ) , Hospital and Boulevard is his 

honour ; as the Algerians stated in Fanon’s book : En Algérie indépendante, le 

message fut saisi directement dans les milieux militants dont il exprimait les 

valeurs et l’inquiétide… Fanon devint petit à petit une figure symbolique ; à qui 

furent dédiés une avenue , une lycée , son ancien hopital.4 When Fanon 

resigned from Blida Hospital , he went to Tunis , via Paris where he met again 

with Jeanson . In his studies in A Dying Colonialism , Fanon observed his 

colleagues in the hospital during the War : 

We have seen military doctors, called to the bedside of an Algerian soldier 

wounded in combat , refuse to treat him. The official pretext was that there 

was no longer a chance to save the wounded man . After the soldier had died , 

the Doctor would admit that this solution had appeared to him preferable to a 

stay in prison where it would have been necessary to feed him while awaiting 

execution. The Algerians of the region of Blida know a certain hospital director 

who  would kick the bleeding chests of the war wounded while lying in the 

carridor of his establishment.5 

 

      In Tunis ,Fanon rejoined the Algerian leadership , and worked as an editorial 

writer for EL-Moudjahid, the official newspaper of the FLN , which appeared in 

French and Arabic editions. Suddenly, EL-Moudjahid became an important 
                                                           
3
 Irene L. Gendzier , Frantz Fanon :A Critical Study , ( London : Wildwood ,1973) 

4
  Frantz Fanon , Les damnés de la Terre ( Réghara : Editions El-Anis, 1987 ) ,p.17. 

 

5
 Frantz Fanon , A Dying Colonialism. Translated by Haakon Chevalier (New York : Grove Press , Evergreen 

1967),p.139. 
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newspaper which began the deal with revolutionary theory , and attempted to 

link the struggle in Algeria with other countries in the third world . The geat 

hope of Fanon’s political attitude was to unite African countries which could 

work with Asia and Latin America in a campaign in order to be independent 

from Europe and the United States of America . In her book Force of 

Circumstance, Simone de Beauvoir emphasized that , ‘’ he had dreamed of 

United Africa freed from all foreigh exploitation ‘’6. In addition to being editor 

of EL-Moudjahid in Tunis, Fanon was treating wounded soldiers of the FLN in 

refugee camps 

In the Tunisian border and also in the Moroccan border in emergency and 

difficult cases . On behalf of the revolution Fanon wrote : The revolution in 

depth , the true revolution  because it transforms man and renews society , is 

very advanced . This oxygen which invents and organizes a humanity, it is that 

also , the Algerian revolution .7 

 

     According to Fanon , the striking example of this phenomenon in 

revolutionary Algeria was the veil of a woman , which was as a badge of 

identity and as a basis of solidarity , as he wrote : In the Arab Maghreb , the veil 

belongs to the clothing traditions of the Tunisian , Algerians , Moroccan and 

Libyan national societies . For the tourist and foreigner , the veil demarcates 

both Algerian society and its feminine that one component…that woman sees 

in her white veil unifies the perception that one has of Algerian feminine 

society . Obviously what we have here is a uniform which tolerates no 

modification , nor variant.8 It should be pointed out that Fanon was aware of 

Algerian society and culture because the French formula toward Algerian 

woman was ‘’let’s win over the woman, and the rest will follow ‘’ .The colonial 

administration was convinced of this idea , as Fanon declared : If we want to 

destroy the structure of Algerian society , its capacity for resistance , we must 

first of all conquer the woman ; we must go and find them behind the veil 
                                                           
6
 Simone de Beauvoir , force of circumstance , p .597. 

7
 Frantz Fanon , A Dying Colonialism,p.140. 

8
 Ibid,pp.35-6. 
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where they hide themselves and in the houses where the men keep them out 

of sight .9 Fanon argued that the Algerian women participated in their struggle 

by carring a bomb , or a bag of grenades under the veil and putting them in 

French military targets . However , with the conversion of the veil into a 

military camouflage the enemy gradually became extra alerted as Fanon put it : 

In the streets one witnessed what became a commonplace spectacle of 

Algerian women glued to the wall, over whose bodies the famous magnetic 

detectors, the ‘’frying pans’’ would be passed. Every veiled woman, every 

Algerian woman became suspect . There was no discrimination. This was the 

period during which men , women, children, the whole Algerian people 

experienced at one and the same time their national vocation and the recasting 

of the new Algerian society .10 

Fanon had worked for EL-Moudjahid between 1957 and 1961. El-Moudjahid 

was produced to keep the population informed of the progress of the 

revolution and of the position of the FLN and his army ALN. In June 1956 El-

Modjahid appeared for the first time in Algeria and came out irregulary until 

the press was transferred to Tunis . Also , Fanon used to work for the FLN press 

organ , Résistance Algérienne. Apparently , Balkacem Krim , Vice-President of 

the Provisional Government of the Republic of Algerian (GPRA) is right when he 

stated that : 

           Frantz Fanon 

         ‘’Ton exemple restera toujours vivant . Repose en paix’’ 

          L’Algérie ne t’oubliera pas’’11. 

 

In one of his articles in El-Moudjahid , Fanon affirmed that the Algerian 

revolution was the beginning stage of a larger movement toward 

                                                           
9
 Ibid,p.42. 

10
 Ibid,pp.61-2. 

11
 Belkacem Krim, ‘’Frantz Fanon !’’, El-Moudjahid , No.88 ?December 21,1961.(Extract from speech delivered 

at Fanon’s funeral by Belkacem Krim).  
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independence. This independence had to be the messenger of a democratic 

and social revolution . For Fanon, Algeria was economically and socially part of 

the ‘’Maghreb’’ ( Tunisia, Libia , Algeria and Morocco) , ‘’the half-moon shaped 

areaof North Africa ‘’. As El-Moudjahid wrote in December, 1957 ; ‘’ That a 

Maghreb exploitedfor the needs of a colonial strategy will give way to a unified 

and strong Maghreb capable of promoting the development of it’s own natural 

resources iin the primary interest of the North African people …’’12 It should be 

noted noted that Fanon hoped that North Africa would unite with black Africa 

in order to protect its own indepedence from Europe . As he wrote in El-

Moudjahid :More and more the effects of all the Algerian revolution in Black 

Africa become noticeable. More and more a community in interests develops 

between the people living North and South of the Sahara .13 Fanon’s dream was 

to add another Algerian military basis to the Sahara’s history ; he hoped to 

make it into an invasion route from South to North , and to open a new front 

against French military bases in the South , which was isolated and never had 

any attacks from the ALN. Indeed, after 1958 Fanon made several trips to Mali 

and Niger in order to arrange for African Volunteers to aid the Algerian 

revolution 14 However, the leaders of the FLN were very proud of Fanon’s 

political activities . In 1960 , they had sent him to Ghana as the representative ( 

an Ambassador) of the Algerian revolutionary provisional government . In her 

Force of Circumstance , Simone de Beauvoir emphasized that : … later the 

GPRA sent him as their ambassador to Acra ; he made many trips through 

Africa , assuring Algerian support to all those who rose in revolt against 

colonialist domination.15 When Sartre wrote a preface for Fanon’s book , Les 

Damnés de la Terre (The Wretched of the Earth) (1961) ‘’asserted his entire 

solidarity with Algerian people – as a Frenchman.16 said Simone de Beauvoir . It 

should be pointed out that when Simone de Beauvoir and Sartre meet Fanon 

                                                           
12

 El-Moudjahid , December 1957. 

13
 Ibid 

14
 Peter Geismar , ‘’Frantz Fanon : Evolution of a Revolutionary –A Biographical Sketch ‘’ Monthly Review ,May 

1969, p.28. 

15
 Simone de Beauvoir , Force of Circumstance ,pp.607-608. 

16
 Ibid, p.611. 
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the conversations were always about the Algerian revolution and the FLN’s 

political action , as Simone de Beauvoir claims : ‘’ Because of the friendship we 

felt for him , and also because of what he could do for the future of Algeria and 

Africa…He was aan exceptional man ‘’.17 Moreover ,Sartre stated later that : 

Fanon, Martiniquais , arrière-petit-fils d’esclave , quitte un pays qui n’a pas , à 

l’époque , pris conscience de la personnalité antillaise et de ses exigences . Il 

épouse la révolte Algérienne et combat , Noir, au milieu des musulmans 

blancs ; entrainé avec eux dans une guerre atroce et nécessaire , il adopt le 

radicalisme de ses nouveaux Frères , se fait le théoricien de la violence 

révolutionnaire et souligne dans ses livres la vocation socialiste de L’Afrique : 

sans réforme agraire et sans nationalisation des entreprises coloniales 

l’independance est un vain mot.18 

        It should be noted that the views on the French-Algerian War and 

especially torture of Fanon are form the viewpoint of a third world intellectual 

raised in a francophone colonized situation . He said : The European nation that 

practices torture is blighted nation , unfaithful to its history .19 According to 

Fanon , if France behaved ‘’cleanly’’ and without ‘’barbarity ‘’ there would be 

no ‘’blight’’ to speak of to cause it to be considered : ‘’unfaithful to its history ‘’ 

. So Fanon’s writing and political activities on the Algerian revolution are in 

favour of the FLN . He emphasised that the FLN’s proper conduct did not got 

‘’to the lengths to which colonialism has gone ‘’ 20 However , as we have seen , 

the attitude of both intellectuals Francis Jeanson and Frantz Fanon toward the 

Algerian revolution was totally in favour of the struggle of the Algerian people 

for their freedom . Indeed , they commited themselves to the FLN not only by 

writings and support but also by taking action on behalf of the Algerians against 

their own people , on the other hand , Albert Camus writings on and political 

activities during the Algerian War , are in favour of ‘’L’algérie Française’’ . 

                                                           
17

 Ibid, p.611. 

18
 Sartre , Situations,V,p.194 . 

19
 Frantz Fanon , A dying colonialism , p.24. 

20
 Ibid , p.25. 
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      But there were intellectuals who were pulled both ways like André Malraux 

, whose experiences of the First World War were expressed in La condition 

humaine (1933) , and who later suffered brutal treatment at the hands of the 

Nazis .21 Later, he became a member of the government from 1958 to 1962 . 

Malraux , like all politicians, refused to disclaim publicly the government’s use 

of torture .22 When asked to join the group of intellectuals opposing colonialism 

, Malraux said 1958 : At the moment , you know , we are not decolonizing , 

we’re consolidating , we are holding a situation with whatever lies to hand , we 

are at war because nothing was thought out in advance …And so for lack of an 

ideology , we let things take their course, even to the point of torture …23 It 

seems that the French Army Captain on duty in Algeria was right when he said 

‘’we do not have much faith in the French Intellectuals. They give up too easily’’ 
24. 

   

                                                           
21

 Jean Lacouture, André Malrauex .Translated by Alan Sheridan,(London :André Deutsch , 1975)p .407. 

22
 Ibid ,p.401. 

23
 Ibid ,p.390. 

24
 Jules Roy, La guerre d’Algérie,p.87. 
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